The main purpose of this paper is to generalize the theory of pure-injective abelian groups (equivalently, algebraically compact groups) to the case of modules over bounded Dedekind prime rings.
Cofinitely generated modules
In this paper, a ring R is always a bounded Dedekind prime ring unless otherwise stated. Let P be a prime ideal of R. We denote, in this paper, the local ring of R with respect to P by R P and its maximal ideal by P'. Furthermore, we denote the completion of R P with respect to P' by R P and its maximal ideal by A Since R\P n^R P jP' n by a natural correspondence, R P is isomorphic to the completion of R with respect to P (see [7] ). Let M be an i?-module and let A be an ideal of R. We define M[A] = {meΞM\mA = 0}.
Let M be an i?-module. Following [6] , we shall call M cocyclic if there is an element m^M such that any homomorphism φ: M^>N with wφKerφ implies that φ is a monomorphism. In this case, m may be called a cogeήerator of M. This concept is naturally dual of cyclic modules. Since every submodule is a kernel of a homomorphism, if M is cocyclic, then M is uniform and has a unique simple submodule. Conversely, if M is uniform and has a unique simple submodule *S, then M is cocyclic, and any element =t=0 in S is a cogenerator ofM.
Proposition 1.1. A module M is cocyclic if and only if M is isomorphic to eR P jeP n or is of type P°°, where P is a prime ideal of R and e is a uniform idempotent in R P .
Proof. If M= eR P jeP n y then M is uniform and has a unique simple module eP n ' λ \eP n by Lemma 2. 3 of [11] , because eP n^\ eP n^e R P \eP. If M is of type P°°, then by Theorem 3. 17 of [11] , M^lim ek P \eP n . Therefore M is uniform and has a unique simple module eR P jeP. Conversely, if M is cocyclic, then M has a unique simple module S. By Lemma 3. 15 of [11] , S^eR P /eP, where P is a prime ideal of R and e is a uniform idempotent in R P . Since M is uniform, it is clear that M is P-primary. If M is divisible, then M is of type P°° by Theorem 3. 17 of [11] . If M is reduced, then M is isomorphic to eR P /eP n by Theorem 3. 24 of [11] .
A module M is called cofinitely generated, if n Λ M Λ =0, where M Λ are submodules of M, implies that there exist finitely many a ly a 2y •••, a n such that Γi; =1 ilί Λ . = 0. This concept is naturally dual of finitely generated modules. Cofinitely generated modules are characterized as follows:
Theorem 1. 2. For an R-module M y the following conditions are equivalent: ( i) M is cofinitely generated; (ii) the socle S(M) of M is finitely generated and M is an essential extension ofS(M); (iii) M is an essential extension of a torsion, finitely generated R-module (iv) M is a direct sum of a finite number of cocyclic modules (v) M is an artinίan R-module.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) was proved for a module over a general ring by Onodera [13] .
(ii) ==> (iii): This is trivial.
(iii)=Φ (iv): Let N be the finitely generated torsion submodule of M. Since M is an essential extension of iV, we obtain that M is also torsion and dimM=dimiV=fl<°o. Now let M=DQ)C, wherefl isthe divisible part of M and C is the reduced part of M. Then D is a direct sum of a finite number of divisible cocyclic modules and C is an essential extension of C Π N. Hence, by Theorem 3. 2 of [11] , we may assume that M is a reduced P-primary module and TV is a finitely generated P-primary module, where P is a prime ideal of R. 
Pure-injective and pure-projective modules
A short exact sequence O^L -» M -> iV->0 of i?-modules is said to be pure-exact if Image a is a pure submodule of M.
A module P is pure-projective if for any pure-exact sequence 0->L-»M-> iV->0, the natural homomorphism
is surjective. Similarly, a module G is pure-injective if for any such sequence, the natural homomorphism
is surjective.
In this section, we give characterizations of pure-projective and pureinjective modules.
Since a projective module is a direct summand of a direct sum of cyclic modules, by Corollary 3. 8, Theorem 3. 10 of [11] [11] and thus G a can be embedded as a pure submodule in a direct product of cocyclic modules by Lemma 2.4. Therefore M can be embedded as a pure submodule in a direct product of cocyclic modules.
Following [14] , an i?-module M is compact if there is a compact Hausdorff topology on M making it a topological group and such that the right multiplications by elements of R are continuous.
An i?-module M is algebraically compact if M is a direct summand in "every i?-module G that contains M as a pure submodule (see [6] ). Every divisible module and every bounded module are algebraically compact (see [11] ).
It follows at once that a direct summand of an algebraically compact module is again algebraically compact, and a module is algebraically compact exactly if its reduced part is algebraically compact. 
Basic submodules over g-discrete valuation rings
We shall study, in sections 4, 5, the structure of algebraically compact modules over bounded Dedekind prime rings. For this purpose, we shall generalize, in this section, a result [10] on modules over commutative discrete valuation rings to the case of modules over non-commutative discrete valuation rings.
In commutative rings, a ring is a discrete valuation ring if it is a principal ideal domain with unique maximal ideal. We now generalize, in a natural way, the concept of this to the case of non-commutative rings. A ring R is called a generalized discrete valuation ring (for short: ^-discrete valuation ring) if ( i) R is a prime ring, (ii) R is a right and left principal ideal ring, (iii) J(R) is a unique maximal ideal of i?, (iv) Idempotents modulo J(R) can be lifted. Furthermore, if R is a domain and R/J(R) is a division ring, then we call R a discrete valuation ring. Let P be a prime ideal of a bounded Dedekind prime ring R. Then, by Lemmas 2. 2 and 2. 3 of [11] , R P is a g-discrete valuation ring.
Throughout this section R will be a fixed g-discrete valuation ring with unique maximal ideal P and Q will be the quotient ring of R. Furthermore we denote the completion of R with respect to P by Jx, and its maximal ideal by A (
iii) Let e, f be any uniform idempotents in R. Then eR~fR. (iv) Let e be any idempotent in R. Then e is a uniform idempotent in R if and only if eRjeP is a simple R-module.
Proof. Since idempotents modulo P can be lifted, it is clear that R = (D) k . The other assertions follow from the same arguments as in Lemmas 2. 1, 2. 2 and 2. 3 of [11] .
Let R=(D) k . Throughout this section, e ίV will denote the matrix: with 1 in the (/, j) position and zeros elswehere. Lemma 3. 2. Let R, P, D and p 0 be as same as in Lemma 3. 1. Then every proper R-submodule of e n Q containing e n R is of the form e n Rp^n for some non-negative integer n.
Proof. Since PoR = Rpo for all n, it is clear that e n Rpo n is ani?-submodule of e n Q containing e n R. Conversely, let K be an i?-submodule of e n Q containing e n R. First we shall prove that if e n rpό n^K > where e n r<£P, then We put Let M be a torsion-free i?-module. Then we can prove that the mapping m->m®l, m^M, is an i?-monomorphism of M into the tensor product M® R Q y every element of MQ has the form me' 1 , where m^M and c is regular in R, and M® R Q~MQ under the correspondence m®q->mq, q^Q.
As usual, we consider M as a submodule of MQ and identify m^M with m 1. In similar fashion if N is a submodule of M, we have NQN® R Q^NQ= {nc~1\n^N, c: regular inR).
Lemma 3. 3. Let M be a torsion-free R-module with dimM=l. Then M is either isomorphic to eQ or isomorphίc to eR, where e is a uniform idempotent in R.
Proof, (i) If M is divisible, then, by Lemma 3. 16 of [11] , M^eQ for any uniform idempotent e in R, because eQ is a minimal right ideal of Q.
( (ii) If M is not torsion-free, then the torsion module T of M is non-zero. By Theorems 3. 2 and 3. 24 of [11] T possesses a uniform cyclic direct summand N. Since T is pure in M, iV is pure in M.
Lemma 3. 5. Let M be an R-module and let S be a pure submodule such that MjS is not divisible. Then there exists an element y^M such that S Π yR = 0 and Sζ&yR is again pure.
Proof. By Lemma 3. 4, there exists an element y o^M jS such that y Q R is a pure uniform submodule. Let σ: M-^MjS be the canonical epimorphism and let N be the inverse image in M of yjϋ. If y 0 R is torsion-free, then, by Theorem 3. 1 of [11] , j; 0 7? is Λ-projective and so iV = 50yR for some y^N with cr(y)=y o If y 0 R is torsion, then, by Lemma 3. 5 of [11] , N = S(ByR for some y^N with σ(y)=y 0 .
Next we shall show that N is pure in M. Suppose that xc = s+yr, where x^M, s^S, r^R and c is regular in R. Proof, (i) Let {x t ) be a maximally pure independent subset of M, and let B be the submodule generated by the x's. Then B is certainly a direct sum of cyclic modules and, by Lemma 3. 5, MjB is divisible. Hence B is a basic submodule of M.
To prove (ii), let R = (D) ky J(R) = P and P=p 0 R = Rp 0 be as in Lemma 3. 1. Let B be any basic submodule of M. By Theorems 3. 1, 3. 38 of [11] and Lemma 3. 3, B is a direct sum of uniform cyclic submodules and so B is a direct sum of a torsion-free module C and a torsion module E. First we shall prove that C is independent of the choice of B. By Lemma 3. 3, C^Σ φeR and CjCP^Ί, ®eRjeP, where e is a uniform idempotent in R. By Lemma 3. 1, eRjeP is a simple i?-module. Therefore by Lemma 3. 1 and Krull-RemakSchmidt-Azumaya's theorem, it is enough to show that C/CP is an invariant for M. But this follows immediately from the same argument as in Lemma 21 of [10] .
Next, we shall prove that the torsion component E of B is a basic submodule of Γ, where T is the torsion part of M. Suppose that TjE is not divisible. Then, by Lemma 3. 5, there exists an element J GΪ 1 such that EΓ\yR = 0 and E'=E®yR is pure in T. Since C(Ί Γ=0, the sum B'= E'+ C is direct. We shall prove that B' is pure in M. If xc = t + z> where x e M, z e C, * e £', ίpS = 0 and c is regular in i?, then xcp\ = zpl^C.
By the purity of C, there exists an element z 1^C such that zpl = z x cpl. Since C is torsion-free, z = z t c and thus (x-^J^ίG^. By the putity of E\ there exists an element t^E' such that (#-#!)£ = *!£ and thus xc = (t 1 -\-z 1 )c y as desired. The purity of B' implies that B'\B is pure in M/B. Since B'jB is of bounded order, B r \B is a direct summand of MjB by Theorem 3. 12 of [11] and thus B'\B is divisible, which is a contradiction. Hence £ is a basic submodule of T. To prove that the submodule E is independent of the choice of JB, by Theorem 3. 39 of [11] , it is enough to show that the number of uniform cyclic summands of order P n in E is an invariant for M. For m>n, it is equal to the number of uniform cyclic summands of order (iii) This follows from the same way as in (iii) of Lemma 21 of [10] .
By Lemma 3. 14 of [11] , a primary module over a bounded Dedekind prime ring is a module over a g-discrete valuation ring and so it has a basic submodule. Futhermore the concepts of quasi-basis and lower basic submodules in modules over g-discrete valuation rings can also be introduced by the analogy of that of abelian groups, and the results of Chapter V of [5] can be easily carried over to that of modules over bounded Dedekind prime rings.
Complete modules and algebraically compact modules
For an i?-module M we introduce two topologies as follows: The i?-adic topology on M is defined by taking as neighborhoods of 0 the submodules MA {A are non-zero ideals of R). And the P-adic topology on M is defined by taking as neighborhoods of 0 the submodules MP 
Clearly the image of M in G\Ό is pure and thus D = 0. Hence G is reduced.
For an abelian group M, the following three conditions are equivalent: (i) M is reduced, algebraically compact; (ii) M is complete in the Z-adic topology; (iii) M=Π p M py where M p is complete in the^>-adic topology, where Z is the rational integers and p are prime numbers (cf. Theorem 39. 1 and Proposition 40. 1 of [6] ).
For modules over bounded Dedekind prime rings, we have
Theorem 4. 2. The following conditions on an R-module M are equivalent'. ( i) M is reduced, algebraically compact;
(ii) M is complete in the R-adic topology (iii) M=Iip M P , where P ranges over non-zero prime ideals of R and each M P is complete in the P-adic topology.
In particular the M P are uniquely determined by M.
Proof. (i)=# >
(ii): By Corollary 2.7, M is a direct summand of a direct product of reduced cocyclic modules. Since a reduced cocyclic module is complete in the i?-adic topology, M is complete in the i?-adic topology.
(ii)=#>(iii): Since M is Hausdorff, i.e., 
-rjeP' (j^i).
We define mr = ( , m^ + MP\ ). It is easily verified that with this definition M P becomes an /? F -module. It is clear that M P is complete in the P-adic topology (equivalently, it is complete in the P-adic topology). Let θ: M->Πp M P be the diagonal homomorphism. Then it is clear that θ is a monomorphism. Using [1, p. 73, Proposition 6], we can prove that θ maps continuosly onto a dense submodule of Π M P and that the induced topology on Θ(M) as a submodule is the same as the jR-adic topology. Hence θ is an isomorphism.
Since M P P~M P {P i^F P) and
. Hence the components M P are uniquely determind by M (iii)=#>( i ): Since M P is complete in the P-adic topology, it is in a natural way an /c P -module, and so M P P i = M P for every non-zero prime ideal P, (φP) of R. Hence M P is complete in the i?-adic topology. Thus M is complete in the P-adic topoloty. Now let G be an i?-module such that G contain M as a pure submodule.
(a) If G is complete in the i?-adic topology, then we may assume that G = U G P , where G P is an/? P -module, and complete in the P-adic topology, and that Gp^Mp.
Let B P be a basic submodule of M P . By Theorem 3. 6, we enlarge B P to a basic submodule B P ' =Bpξ&C P of G P . Then we obtain that Gp = βp = βp®C P and that M P = β P Thus we have G = MφU C P .
(b) If G is not necessarily complete and G 1 = 0 Then, by Lemma 4. 1, the pure-injective envelope G of G is also reduced, and hence G is complete.
By case (a), we obtain that G=M®K, and thus G = MξB(KΠG).
(c) Let G be an arbitrary P-module and let G=GjG\ Proof. If M is reduced, torsion-free, then, by Lemma 3. 4, M contains a non-zero pure cyclic submodule which is isomorphic to eR. By Theorem 4. 2, it is a direct summand of M and thus M^eR. Now the assertion immediately follows from Corollary 3. 26 of [11] .
Corollary 4. 5. Let R be a complete g-discrete valuation ring and let M be a countably generated, torsion-free R-module. Then M is the direct sum of a divisible module and a reduced module E, where if E is finitely generated, then E^eR © (BeRfor some uniform idempotent e in R and if E is not finitely generated, then E is a free R-module.
Proof. By Theorem 3. 9 of [11] , M is the direct sum of a divisible module and a reduced module E. If E is finitely generated, then, by Theorem 3. 1 of [11] and Lemma 3. 3 
, E^eR(B~($eR.
If E is not finitely generated, then it is clear that M is expressed as the union of an ascending sequence of pure submodules iVΊC^C CiV^C , where άimN n -n. By induction, we assume that N n is a direct sum of n number of copies of eR. Hence N n is algebraically compact by Theorem 4. 2. Since 0->N n -*N n+1 is pure-exact and dim N n+1 = n+l, we have N n+1 = N n (BeR. Hence E is a direct sum of an infinite number of copies of eR. Thus E is iί-free by Theorem 2. 4 of [2] .
Let {A^i^I} be the set of all non-zero ideals of R. We put i^i for to mean A^Aj.
Thus the index set / is directed. Now we put il2r= lim MjMAi and μ: M-^N[ is the natural homomorphism. Since M\MA is isomorphic to Π, M/MP^ for each ideal A of R (A = Pt 1 -"P < tή, we have ΛUΓ=Π P M P , where M P = limM/MP n . It is clear that U P is complete in the P-adic topology and thatM P A = M P P Λ , where P* is the heighest power of P dividing A. Hence M P is complete in the i?-adic topology, and thus M is Following [6] , an i?-module M is a P-adic module if M is an j? p -module.
Lemma 4. 8. L^ i? P , M P be P-adic modules such that B P QM P . Let B = Σ ®B P and let M=U M P . Then ( i ) B P is pure in M P for every P if and only if B is pure in M.
(
ii) MpjBp is divisible for every P if and only if M\B is divisible.
Proof. ( i ) This is immediate.
(ii) The "if" part is clear. The "only if" part: Let m = {m p ) be any element of M and let c be any regular element of R. Since R is bounded, there exists a non-zero ideal A such that Rc^A, where A = P* 1 "P*K For any prime ideal P(φP x , •••, P k ), we have R P ΏR P c^>R P A=R Py and hence c is a unit in Proof. ( i ) Clearly we may restrict ourselves to the case when M is reduced. By Theorem 4. 2, we haveM=Π M Py where M P is a P-adic module. By Theorem 3. 6, there exists a basic submodule B P of M P . Then B = Έ,(BB P is a basic submodule of M by Lemma 4. 8.
(ii) Let B / be another basic submodule of M and let B' = ΣQ)B P > where B P is the direct sum of all direct summands belonging to the same prime ideal P. Then, by Lemma 4. 8, M=£'^U & P '. By Theorem 4. 2, β P '^M P for every prime ideal P. It is clear that B P is a basic submodule of β P and so B P^BP by Theorem 3. 6. Hence B'^B as an i?-module.
Theorem 4. 10. TA^re is a one-to-one correspondence between the reduced algebraically compact modules M and the direct sums B of cyclic P-adic modules (P ranges over prime ideals of R): given M, we let its basic submodule B correspond to M: to a given B, there corresponds its R-adic completion.
Proof. By Proposition 4. 9, the correspondence M-^>B, where M is a reduced algebraically compact P-module and B is its basic submodule, is singlevalued and M=6.
Conversely let B be a direct sum of cyclic P-adic modules. Then it is clear that B 1 = 0. Hence U is a pure-injective envelope of B by Proposition 4. 6 and so ίϊ is unique up to isomorphism. Clearly β is a reduced, algebraically compact module and B is a basic submodule of U.
Corollary 4.11. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the P-adic, reduced, algebraically compact modules and the direct sums of cyclic P-adic modules.
Let M be a reduced, algebraically compact i?-module. M is called adjusted if it has no non-zero torsion-free direct summannds. Let B be a basic submodule of a reduced, algbraically compact module M. We write .B = CφZ>, where C is the direct sum of all torsion-free, cyclic summands of B and D is the direct sum of all torsion, cyclic summsnds of B. Then M-U-CQ)D, C is a torsionfree, algebraically compact i?-module and is an adjusted, algebraically compact i?-module. Let T be the torsion submodule of M. Then clearly t)^ T^D and f)\T is the maximal divisible submodule of M/Γ, because t)\T is a homomorphic image of a divisible module t>\Ώ and M\T^C®Ό\T.
Hence we have 
The Harrison duality theorem
In this section we shall study a structure of reduced, torsion-free, algebraically compact i?-modules. Let R be a bounded Dedekind prime ring and let Q be the quotient ring of R. If P is a prime ideal of R, then R P = (D) k , where D is a local Dedekind prime domain with unique maximal ideal P o . Furthermore we have P 0 = p 0 D = Dp Q , whereJ> o eD, P / =p 0 R P = R P p 0 and P=p 0 R P = R P p 0 (see [11] ). The sequence 0-
for every x in R P . The inductive limit lim R P /P /n of the ^-modules R P /P /n , under the homomorphism θ n , is divisible, P-primary. Since R P jP fn is isomorphic to R P IP n in a natural correspondence, we have lim R P jP fn^l im R P \P n . Hence if dim R P =d P , then dim (lim R P /P /n ) = d P . We~define Q P =~{s<= Q \ qP n £R for some non-negative integer n} for a fixed prime ideal P of R. The module QjR will be denoted by K and Q P /R will be denoted by K P . Then we have Lemma 5. 1.
( i ) K P is isomorphic to QjR P as an (R, R)-bimodule.
(ii) K =ΣQ)K P , where P ranges over non-zero prime ideals of R. In particular, K P is divisible, the P-primary part of K as a right and left R-module.
(iii) K P is isomorphic to lim R P jP fn .
(iv) Hom R {K P , Kp)^R P as an R P -module.
Proof. Since R is a bounded Asano order in Q, we can easily obtain that O P + R P =Q, Q P nR P = R and (Q Pl +> +Qp k )ΓίQ Pk+ι = R 9 where P, P, are prime ideals of R. From these facts, (i) and (ii) are immediate.
(iii) The map θ: lim R P IP /n -*Q/R P (^K P ) defined by q+P /n ->pϊ n q+R P , q^:R P , is an P-monomorphism. Let q be any element of Q. Since Q = R P + Q P , we write q=q 1 Let M be an i?-module. Then by Zorn's lemma there exist maximally independent sets of uniform submodules of M. By Theorem 1. 10 of [12] , the cardinal number of these sets is an invariant for M. We call it the dimension of M, and denote it by dim^M ( = dimM). Let H be a torsion-free i?-module. We define the P-rank of H to be the άiτa R HjHP and denote it by P-rank H. Proof. This is trivial.
For a convenience, we denote the i?-module of type P°° by R(P°°) and the cardinal number of a set S by | S\.
Lemma 5.5. Let M be a torsion, divisible R-module and let H= Hom R (K, M). Then P-rank H=P-dim M for every prime ideal P of R.
Proof. Let K = Ί, ( HenceBp is pure in H P . To prove that H P jB P is divisible, we let a be any element of H P and let S = S X θ θ*Srf P be the socle of K P . Then there are a finite number i 19 , i n e / such that ^Sjg^e θ^. Thus the restricted map a' = a\S: S-*E h ® -(BE iu can be extended to a map /S: K P -+E h ®-~®E in .
Since (α -/S)(S) = 0, we have α-j8efl> 0 by Lemma 5. 2 and /?eB P . So "(H P IB P )p 0 = H P \B P .
Let £ be any regular element of K P . Then /? P £2P Λ for some /z, because R P is bounded. Hence we have {H P IB P )c^(H P IB P )P n = (H P IB P )pl = H P IB P , and thus B P is a basic submodule of H P . By Lemma 5. 3, we obtain that P-rank H=άim Rp This completes the proof.
Corollary 5.7. A torsion-free R-module H is a reduced, algebraically compact R-module if and only if it is isomorphic to a direct summand of a direct product
of copies of the modules e P R P , where e P is a uniform idempotent in R P and P ranges over non-zero prime ideals of R (cf. Propositions 2. 1 and 3. 6 of [8] ).
Proof. The "if" part is clear. The "only if" part: By Theorem 5. 6, H = Hom R (K, M), where M=2 P 020i?(P°°). Since Mis divisible, it is a direct summand of U P Π R(P°°). Hence if is a direct summand of Hom^J^, U P nR(P°°)) = U P UHom R (K, R(P°°)), and Hom R (K, R(P°°)) is isomorphic to e P R P , where e P is a uniform idempotent in R P (see the proof of Lemma 5. 5).
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